
Problem Statement:

Increasing Orders per Reseller per month on Meesho

Reseller:

A reseller is someone who purchases products in bulk from a wholesaler or retailer and
sells them directly to his/her customers after adding a margin to the price. Unlike a
retailer, resellers need not own a shop or inventory.

Important traits to become a successful reseller:

Based on secondary research the key traits of a reseller are:
● Awareness about customer’s interests
● Awareness about the price so that the pricing is accurate.
● Not spamming the customers
● Ability to clarify customer’s queries

Overall Approach:

Let’s narrow down the orders per reseller per month metric
● Orders per reseller per month∝ the number of orders per month
● Successful Orders = Orders - Returns

Increasing the orders placed and reducing the number of returns is the target we have
set for ourselves. Let’s look at the needs/pain points of the customers and try to solve
them. Overall, the approach is

● Identifying the pain points of the users
● Prioritizing the most severe pain points
● Ideating solutions for these pain points
● Choosing one of these solutions based on impact and costs

User needs and pain points:

The insights after conducting secondary research suggest that users have the following
needs:

● Personalization: They want to find items that align with their taste
● Ease of deciding: They want to make sure that they make the right decision
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● Quality: They want to make sure the product is as described
● Fitting: They want to make sure it fits them
● Price: They want to make sure that they are getting it at the best price
● Right Style: They want to buy items that match
● Tracking: They want to track the order easily
● Returns: They want to return the order easily
● Spam-free: They don’t want to get spammed by the resellers

User needs and key traits for resellers:

If we look at the key traits required to become a successful reseller and the needs of
customers it is quite clear why are these the key traits.

Apart from solving any unmet needs, the job should make this easier and make it easy
for everyone to be a great seller

Prioritizing needs to solve for:

Let’s look at the needs understand which are not addressed and prioritize the unmet
needs based on the impact (out of 10 )these will have on the target metric ( orders per
reseller) if we solve them.

Note: Ignoring the costs here as we are yet to talk about the solutions.

S.no User Needs Addressed
( Y or N )

Impact on
the target

metric

Comments

1 Want to find items that align
with their taste

N 10 Direct impact on orders when
reseller shares relevant
products

2 Want to make sure that
they are making the right
decision

N 5 Decision making is easier but
has no great impact on the
metric

3 Wanting to make sure it is
as described

Partially
Addressed

7 Customer images are already
present but only in comments

4 Want to make sure it fits
them

N 8 Very important as most of the
products are white-labeled.
Helps reduce the returns
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5 Want to buy at the best
price

N 10 Trust is the primary factor.
Hence pricing is crucial to
converting the orders

6 Want to buy matching items N 9 Helps the reseller to increase
the orders by cross selling High
impact on the metric

7 Want to track the order
easily

Y NA -

8 Want to get spammed by
the resellers

N 3 Resellers figure it out after one
or two customers block them.
Low impact on the metric

9 Want to return the order
easily

Y NA -

Prioritized needs:

Let’s prioritize the top three needs based on the impact. So the prioritized pain points
are

● Want to buy matching items
● Want to buy at the best price
● Want to find items that align with their taste
● Want to make sure it fits them

Solutions:

1. Want to buy matching items

● Shop the style: Generally, the models featured on the product wear good
combinations. Include the links of all the products so that resellers can push the
other items too

● Frequently bought together: Showing frequently brought together items so that
resellers can cross-sell

2.  Want to buy at the best price

● Standard Margin: Have constant margins across categories so that the resellers
don’t come up with abnormal margins
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● Average Margin: Show the resellers, average margin charged so that the
reseller is aware of what to charge.

● Disguised discounts: Apart from the margin, allow the reseller to include
discounts. This field will appear on the shipping label to convince the customer to
they’ve been offered the best price.

3. Want to find items that align with their taste:

● Customer-specific recommendations: Store the data of the products and the
customer it was sold to so that recommendations can be made from the next
time.

● General recommendations: Based on the category, show the best products.

● Advanced imagery: Ask the reseller to upload the pictures of the customer and
based on that recommend products.

4. Want to make sure it fits them:

● Clear measurements of the product: Capture the measurements carefully
while listing the product or having an image with the measurement details.

● Sample pieces: Verify the resellers and allow the verified reseller to order items
for themselves as samples. Give them an extensive one-month return window to
return these items so that they could show it to their customers physically as
samples

● Customer-specific recommendations: Store the data of the product, size, and
the customer it was sold to so that recommendations can be made from the next
time.

● Advanced imagery: Ask the reseller to upload the pictures of the customer and
based on that decide if the product fits.

Prioritizing solutions:

Let’s prioritize the solutions based on Effort and Impact.  Low (1-3) Medium (4-7)
High(8-10)
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S.No Needs Solution Effort Impact

1 Want to buy
matching items

Include the links of all the
products in the image
featured

10

A lot of effort while
listing the product

10

Customers can directly
shop the look

Showing frequently
brought together items

3
Leverage the existing
data

8
Need not be great but does
the job

2
Want to buy at the
best price

Standard Margins 1
Very easy to
implement

5
A reseller doesn’t have any
significant incentive

Showing average
Margins to the reseller

1
Very easy to
implement

8
Avoids the conflict in
customers comparing

Disguised discounts
1

Very easy to
implement

1
Might destroy the image of
the reseller eventually the
platform too

3
Want to find items
that align with their
taste

Customer-specific
recommendations

8
No system or data is
in place as of now

10
Customer level
personalization is quite
impactful

General
recommendations

1
Very easy to
implement

1
Can be accomplished by

sorting

Advanced imagery
10

Kind of a moonshot
right now

10
Very high impact

4 Want to make sure
it fits them

Clear measurements of
the product

7
Added effort while
listing

10
Very high impact if done
accurately

Sample pieces 3
Easy to implement

9
Very high impact but might
not work for resellers with

wide reach

Advanced imagery
10

Kind of a moonshot
right now

10
Very high impact
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Customer-specific
recommendations

8
No system or data is
in place as of now

6
Might not be helpful as the
products are not branded

Go-to-Market Strategy:

Our strategy needs to be
● Launching the MVP
● Making the resellers aware of the new features
● Validating the feature’s impact with an A/B test
● Launching phase-2 based on MVP’s success

MVP:

In the MVP let’s implement solutions that have the best effort vs impact value.

● Allowing verified resellers to order items and providing a 1month return window.
● Showing frequently brought together items to the seller so that they could

cross-sell.
● Showing average Margins on the product to the reseller so that they price it right
● Customer-specific recommendations: This isn’t possible in MVP but we can

Start storing the data of customers and products bought and returned so that
system will get ready to recommend in next phase.

Metrics:

Let’s divide the metrics into two categories

Primary Metrics:

● % increase in Avg number of orders per reseller per month.
● % decrease in Avg number of returns per reseller per month.

Secondary Metrics:

● % of resellers ordering products for themselves as samples.
● Avg Number of samples bought per reseller
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● % of orders where items from ‘frequently bought items’ were also bought
● % of resellers quoting the average margin

Adoption Problems:

Adoption problems in these proposed features can occur due to

● Lack of awareness:
➔ Playing a video to the resellers on app startup about the extensive return

window and to get verified as Resellers.
➔ Using coach marks to highlight the frequently bought section
➔ Highlighting the average margin price at checkout

● Other problems:
➔ Resellers not verifying: Use previous data as a Proxy to identify the

resellers

A/B testing:

● Launch these features to the top 20 percentile of the users who have placed at
least one order as a Reseller

● Implement the steps discussed to avoid adoption problems
● Run the experiment for 1 month
● Verify the metrics

Phase-2:

In this phase, we will grow on what was built in the earlier phase and make the product
more comprehensive.

1. Include the links of all the products in the image featured:

IThe reseller can now cross-sell the entire look featured on the image along with the
‘frequently bought’ together option

2. Auto-generate customer-specific recommendations:

Using the previous data, the resellers can auto-generate customer-specific product
collections and they can also leverage this while ordering samples to order more
relevant samples.
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Wireframes:

https://www.figma.com/proto/ei1MLOH49saRH3PdozDRNo/Meesho-Wireframes?node-i
d=1%3A3&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=1%3A3&show-
proto-sidebar=1

Next Steps:

Building on the ‘customers’ tab
● Recommendations to new customers: Improving the recommendation engine

where in a reseller enters limited demographic information and products get auto
recommended to them. This way the reseller can also recommended relevant
products to new customers unlike in earlier phase

New Categories
● Helping the resellers to cross sell more by introducing new categories of products

like merchandise, baby products etc.,

Moon shot ideas:
● Looking out to achieve the moon shot ideas as there is a surge in AR/VR

solutions

References:

● https://blog.vendoo.co/8-reseller-tips-from-an-expert-to-succeed-selling-online
● https://deliverr.com/blog/2021-consumer-expectations-ecommerce/
● https://meesho.com/blog/v2/reselling-apps
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqpF0r5Bs-E
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